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A new, computationally-efficient computer program 
for simulating spectral gamma-ray logs 

J. G. Conaway, Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Abstract 
Several techniques to improve the accuracy of radionuclide concentration estimates as a function 
of depth from gamma-ray logs have appeared in the literature. Much of that work was driven by 
interest in uranium as an economic mineral. More recently, the problem of mapping and 
monitoring artificial gamma-emitting contaminants in the ground has rekindled interest in 
improving the accuracy of radioelement concentration estimates from gamma-ray logs. We are 
looking at new approaches to accomplishing such improvements. 

The first step in this effort has been to develop a new computational model of a spectral gamma-
ray logging sonde in a borehole environment. The model supports attenuation in any 
combination of materials arranged in 2-D cylindrical geometry, including any combination of 
attenuating materials in the borehole, formation, and logging sonde. The model can also handle 
any distribution of sources in the formation. The model considers unscattered radiation only, as 
represented by the background-corrected area under a given spectral photopeak as a function of 
depth. Benchmark calculations using the standard Monte Carlo model MCNP show excellent 
agreement with total gamma flux estimates with a computation time of about 0.01% of the time 
required for the MCNP calculations. This model lacks the flexibility of MCNP, although for this 
application a great deal can be accomplished without that flexibility. 

Introduction 
The Quantitative Spectral Gamma-Ray Logging Project at Los Alamos National Laboratory was 
funded beginning in early 1994 by DOE's Office of Technology Development. The principal 
goal of the project was to develop methods for extracting more reliable, quantitative information 
from spectral gamma-ray (SGR) borehole logs for characterizing and monitoring gamma-
emitting contaminants in the ground. 

A calibrated nuclear borehole logging instrument can give accurate results in thick zones or 
regions where rock properties vary slowly, if appropriate correction factors are applied for non
standard borehole conditions. However, the logs will still be distorted in the vicinity of bed 
boundaries, and zones less than a meter or so thick give rise to data that can be very inaccurate. 
To correct for such distortion, additive and multiplicative correction factors are not sufficient. 
Inverse theory must be applied to correct for the "smearing" effect of the spatial response of the 
logging instrument; this is sometimes called spatial deconvolution. In the case of passive SGR 
logging, this smearing effect is due largely to the fact that rock is translucent to gamma rays; the 
effect is a non-linear function of a number of borehole and formation parameters including 
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borehole diameter, casing type and thickness, and borehole fluid, as well as formation density, 
porosity and water saturation, and other factors that affect the passage of gamma radiation 
through matter 1 1 _ 7 } -

Spatial deconvolution techniques, which have proven superior to detector collimation and other 
approaches, were used to detect substantial errors in the published radionuclide concentrations of 
a thin-zone gamma-ray logging test and calibration facility at DOE's Grand Junction installation 
during the NURE programf8*. Those errors, which had gone undetected throughout twenty years 
of logging instrument tests and calibrations in that model, were confirmed by subsequent 
physical sampling and laboratory analysis. The application of linear inverse theory to nuclear 
borehole data is not valid for all geologic/borehole environments. More sophisticated approaches 
may be needed for some environmental applications to meet the more stringent quality assurance 
requirements of the data quality objectives in ER work. In addition to passive SGR logging, 
these processing techniques may be extended to other borehole logging methods as welH9"1 2K 

The project was divided into two parts. In phase I, we planned to adapt existing data processing 
techniques that had been developed earlier, primarily for uranium exploration, to mapping 
contaminants. That is a logical first step because a great deal of effort has already been invested 
in developing those techniques. Existing techniques, however, assume that the radionuclides are 
distributed in homogeneous layers of various thicknesses, a rather dubious assumption for some 
DOE sites. Hence, phase II of the project would extend the data processing techniques to include 
non-homogeneous environments, removing some of the limiting assumptions involved in the 
phase I technology. 

When we began the work on phase I, we recognized that existing data processing techniques for 
SGR logs were based on a number of assumptions that had been derived theoretically (with 
approximations), empirically, and intuitively. We recognized that a method of producing 
accurate simulated gamma-ray logs for a variety of borehole conditions would be a great asset in 
assessing data processing techniques, both old and newly developed. Available simulation 
approaches include theoretical calculations and various numerical models. 

Theoretical calculations can only handle simple cases, and even then various approximations are 
required. This approach has been pushed near its limit by Czubek and others { e g ' 2 ' 3 } and is 
unnecessarily limiting. Of course, theoretical calculations would have a great advantage if the 
resulting expressions had stable inverses, but this has not generally been the case. For these 
reasons, we chose to use a numerical simulation model. 

Computer codes that simulate nuclear processes are widely used in nuclear engineering 
applications such as radiation shielding design and criticality studies. Computer simulations 
have also been used by a number of organizations around the world to help design and 
understand many nuclear processes, including the behavior of nuclear borehole logging 
instruments. There are two main computational approaches to the computer simulation of 
radiation transport processes, (a) statistical or stochastic and (b) deterministic. 

The statistical simulation codes commonly used in nuclear transport simulations are called 
"Monte Carlo" because their execution is guided by repeated throws of computerized dice, i.e., a 
numerical random number generator. These random numbers are used, along with probability 
functions representing each of the categories of events that can occur, to determine program flow. 
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This simple approach can produce accurate results if properly performed. However, it can also 
be very slow depending on the geometry being simulated. 

The deterministic or non-statistical computer simulation approach commonly used for simulating 
nuclear logging devices is multigroup diffusion, which includes such techniques as discrete 
ordinates methods. Multigroup diffusion codes make a number of simplifying assumptions about 
the geometry, material properties and energy distributions of the particles to make the problem 
tractable. This greatly reduces computation time compared with Monte Carlo techniques and can 
be very useful in certain limited applications. SGR borehole logging is one application that is 
sometimes amenable to this simulation approach. 

We chose the deterministic approach because it can be made very efficient computationally and 
the required limiting assumptions were not particularly restrictive. Our primary goal was to 
simulate the high-resolution SGR systems in use at Hanford. These instruments are frequently 
run centered in the borehole, so we were able to assume cylindrical symmetry. Furthermore, 
because of high energy resolution provided by the cryogenic detector system, we were able to 
confine the simulation to unscattered radiation. Those two very reasonable assumptions allow us 
to use a fast and accurate deterministic simulation program. 

Although a number of general-purpose simulation programs are available, we elected to write 
one specifically for this application. A specially-written program can be made very efficient and 
provides the user with complete control of all features and options. For convenience, we will 
refer to this program as SURF (Simulates Unscattered Radiation Fast). 

Program overview 
SURF is written in the MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory) programming language. MATLAB is a 
very high level language featuring fast development of programs; the basic data element is a 
matrix that does not require dimensioning. At the time that SURF was written, MATLAB had an 
interpreter but not a compiler; reportedly, a compiler is in development. MATLAB is very 
efficient for operations on an entire array at once and lends itself well to this radiation simulation 
application. MATLAB has many signal processing functions built-in, with other, more advanced 
functions in a separate signal processing module available separately. 

SURF solves the basic radiation attenuation equation for good geometry, 

I = Ioe^ , (1) 
for many source-detector paths. Here, Io is the radiation incident on an attenuating material, I is 
the radiation emerging from the omer side, x is the thickness of the material, and |i is the linear 
attenuation coefficient for a given set of conditions including material type, material density, and 
gamma-ray energy { 1 3 ]. 

System geometry 
The system geometry assumed in SURF is shown in Fig. 1. Two coordinate systems are used, a 
detector-centered system and a source-centered system. Detector-centered cylindrical 
coordinates are used to define the positions of all interfaces in the simulated space. Only z and r 
are used because cylindrical symmetry is assumed; point sources are assumed but no detector-
centered azimuthal distinction is made. The source-centered spherical coordinate system is used 
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to define the paths of photons traveling from the source to the detector using 0 to denote source-
centered azimuthal angles and <|> to denote vertical angles. 
A view looking down on the detector along the z axis is shown in Fig. 2. SURF determines the 
minimum and maximum source-centered azimuthal angles subtended by the detector (0nun and 
©max) and divides the subtended angle into a user-selected number of differential angles A0. 

etector 

S (differential source) 

• r 

Figure 1. The system geometry assumed in SURF includes two coordinate 
systems, a detector-centered cylindrical system and a source-centered spherical 
system. 

Similarly, a side view of the detector (Fig. 3) shows how SURF determines the minimum and 
maximum source-centered vertical angles subtended by the detector (̂ min and (jimax) and divides 
the subtended angle into a user-selected number of differential angles A<|). As shown in Fig. 4, 
the result is a number of source-centered solid angle sectors of dimensions A0 by A<() with a 
photon path up the center of each sector. The radiation attenuation equation (eq. 1) is solved for 
each attenuator encountered along each photon path and the results are integrated to give detected 
flux (Fig. 5). The fineness of the sector mesh can be increased to increase accuracy or decreased 
to decrease computation time if high accuracy is not required. 
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Figure 2. View looking down on the source-detector system along the z axis 
showing the source-centered azimuthal angles subtended by the detector (Qmn and 
Qmax)- SURF divides the subtended angle into a user-selected number of 
differential angles AG. 

^ r 3>min 

Z 

Figure 3. Side view of the source-detector system showing the minimum and 
maximum source-centered vertical angles subtended by the detector (<j)m/„ and 
tymax)- SURF divides the subtended angle into a user-selected number of 
differential angles A<(>. 
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Figure 4. Source-centered solid angle sectors of dimensions A6 by A§ with a 
photon path up the center of each sector. It is helpful to visualize a light shining 
from the source across the detector and casting a shadow of the detector on a 
screen. In this illustration it can be seen that, as the sector angles are reduced, 
more of the photon paths will miss the detector entirely; reducing the sector 
angles increases the accuracy of the results but also increases the computation 
time. 

Initial benchmarks 
As an initial test, we benchmarked SURF against MCNP { 1 4 ), a world standard Monte Carlo 
simulation program written and maintained at Los Alamos National Laboratory. For these 
benchmarks, we simulated a high-resolution SGR borehole instrument used for routine logging at 
Hanford{15). We had previously benchmarked MCNP for this geometry against calibration data 
for that instrument obtained in model boreholes at the DOE Grand Junction site. The benchmark 
process allowed us to finish debugging the program, leading to excellent agreement between 
MCNP and SURF for the same conditions. 

Strengths and weaknesses 
SURF is designed for studying the spatial response of an SGR borehole logging instrument 
centered in the borehole and the program does this quickly and accurately; it is some four orders 
of magnitude faster than MCNP (this is an informal estimate - we have not run SURF and MCNP 
on the same platform). Of course, SURF has a number of weaknesses when compared with 
MCNP. It is restricted to cylindrical geometry, so all system elements other than sources must be 
made up of rods, disks, tubes, rings; sources begin as point sources that can be integrated 
numerically into rings, disks, and so forth. Unlike MCNP, SURF handles the unscattered 
radiation portion of the problem only, does not have access to large nuclear libraries, and would 
not be easily modified for (n - y) or (y- y) simulations. 
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Figure 5. Sketch showing a photon path traversing several attenuating materials 
and hitting the detector. The radiation attenuation equation (eq. 1) is solved for 
each attenuator encountered along each photon path and the results are 
integrated to give detected flux. 

Of course, SURF is constructed in modules to simplify troubleshooting and maintenance. The 
source code is compact, fewer than 1000 lines in all, compared with some 40,000 lines for 
MCNP. While it would be nice to have a program that is extremely fast and accurate without 
sacrificing flexibility, such programs do not exist and SURF represents a good trade off for 
simulating the spatial response of an SGR borehole instrument. 

Conclusions 
SURF was developed as a tool to help provide data processing techniques to make SGR borehole 
measurements more quantitative for mapping and monitoring gamma-emitting contaminants in 
the ground. Funding for that project was interrupted at about the same time that SURF was being 
tested, so it has been little used for its intended purpose. Based on our the results of our early 
tests, however, we are confindent that SURF will perform well if the opportunity arises to use it. 
SURF reveals fine details of the system spatial response that contradict earlier intuitive 
assumptions, indicating that significant improvements can be made in our understanding of 
quantitative SGR logging. 
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